Hug
For The Camera
Hundreds Gather To Celebrate The Life Of Sarah Becking

Some of the region’s finest photographers joined forces on Oct. 12 to create a joyous memorial to their friend Sarah Becking, who succumbed to cancer last summer. Hold That Hug attracted 147 families to Stewart Park where they were photographed while enjoying a day of play. It was a picture-perfect memorial to Becking, whose passion for photography was eclipsed only by her devotion to her family. She believed every family should pause for a family portrait. You can see from these photos contributed by the event organizers that Becking’s dream will live through these images for generations.

1. Cousins Payton Messer, Jack Becking and Reid Messer by Amy Enderle  
2. The Harris Family by Kim Wade  
3. Jason Becking by Amy Enderle  
4. The Monroe Family by Stacy Pottinger  
5. Hold That Hug Staff by David Bones  
7. Stacie with football fans by Abbie Brown

View some of Sarah Becking’s photography and more images from Hold That Hug at becking.zenfolio.com.